8800 School Bus drivers
strike in NYC! NYC
organizers reach out to SF!
Many transportation workers are facing bosses that are attacking their benefits, eliminating
seniority, adding restrictive work rules, speeding up the pace of work and so on. One way to respond
to this is to roll over and keep quiet, accepting it without a fight. Another option is to organize and
go on strike, which is exactly what 8,800 school bus drivers of Amalgamated Transit Union
1181 in New York City are doing as of Wednesday, January 16 at 6:00 am.
The Department of Education in NYC wants to contract private companies to run 1100 of the
bus routes, eliminating seniority for the operators that currently do those runs and with no promise
that operators currently driving those runs will retain their jobs. “The union representing the schoolbus drivers, Local 1181 of the Amalgamated Transit Union, is asking for Employment Protection
Provisions to be included in the new contract to protect workers from losing their jobs to newer,
cheaper labor.” (The Nation, NYC Bus Strike Kicks Off to Fight Privatization of Yellow Buses,
January 15, 2013) Instead of infighting between senior workers and younger lower paid workers, lets
unite all workers against the bosses! All power to rank and file groups of multiple sectors, and don't
trust the forked tounges of the democratic politicians and union bureaucrats!
Our contacts in New York will be supporting the strike on the picket line, and they requested
that we ask rank and file MUNI operators in SF for a statement of solidarity that they could
distribute to the striking members of ATU 1181. This is an important opportunity to boost the
morale of striking transit workers in New York and establish a line of communication between rank
and file transit workers in different cities, which is a key step towards being able to win these
struggles against the bosses and the big capitalists that benefit from all of our hard labor. One idea
is that MUNI operators ask the ATU members to host a Skype session where MUNI operators
could ask questions of the striking drivers in New York in order to get a better understanding
of why they decided to strike, what obstacles they are facing, what successes they have had,
and how we can build towards meaningful collaboration.
Without an organized resistance, we and our children face a grim future where the super
wealthy have total power, poverty abounds, and the destruction of the environment continues
unabated. To really win we need connections between rank and file workers groups in multiple cities
and multiple industries that can develop action plans, share information, and put a message out to
the public. If you are interested, please contact us!
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